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No explanation is necessary regarding the following matter as for all of the students 

here at English Hills, Ginza. This school is absolutely performing as the ultimate 

educational institution in order to effectively train the students who wish to speak 

English politely and elegantly. 

 

As a matter of fact, all of the students here are always striving for learning and 

mastering “elegant English” in accordance with the extraordinary teaching and 

guidance given in the face-to-face lessons. 

 

As to the English language spoken here, there are two kinds of English your instructor, 

Toshiyuki Namai ardently teaches. It goes without saying that the one is 1) “elegant 

English,” and the other is what is called 2) “elevated English.” 
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Officially, the two kinds of English language are hereby introduced to those students 

who seriously aim at leaning and mastering “civilized English” at this educational 

institution as follow: 

 

1 “Elegant English”  

(instructed in the lessons for the students who learn in ordinary courses) 

 

2 “Elevated English” 

(“the ultimate English in the world” instructed in the lessons for the disciples who 

learn in the course for disciples, Eigodou) 

 

As for you all to study here for the sake of the realization of elegant English, you are 

surely required to ardently continue taking dictation for accuracy in leaning English. To 

do it for reviewing the lessons received is a matter of necessity for the students. 

 

It is indispensable for you to experience listening to the words spoken by Toshiyuki 

Namai which profoundly reverberate in your heart. Whether you listen to a lingering 

sound or not in your heart in English is not only crucial but also “critical” to reach the 

English stage, namely the stage of “elegant English.” 

 

Listening to a lingering sound in your heart romantically guides you an appropriate 

direction to realize your elegance in speaking English now and in the future. Through 

listening to a lingering sound again and again, you will find a hole in front of a huge and 

high iron wall as a visual image of elegant English. It is necessary for you to find such 

hole and courageously enter it at any cost for the sake of the genuine study of elegant 

English here at English Hills, Ginza. 

 

Quintessentially, elevated English is “absolutely different” from elegant English. 

Elevated English is interpreted as “English spiritually elevated.” This is the “ultimate” 

in English language which is rationally and holily spoken by Toshiyuki Namai. 

 

Elevated English immeasurably transcends elegant English more than you primitively 

imagine. “The course for disciples, Eigodou” gives the disciples so many transcendental 

leaning opportunities for the sake of those disciples who ardently pursue elevated 

English. 
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Elevated English is the very ultimate of the ultimate in speaking English here on earth. 

The disciples are blessed to pursue the ultimate English spiritually elevated under the 

aegis of rational and holy instruction Toshiyuki Namai carries out at the risk of his life. 

 

It is really true that taking dictation gives you the practical power to develop 

substantial English ability immeasurably. You have the totally different future English 

with or without understanding and following the ultimate teaching and mission 

Toshiyuki Namai carries out at the risk of his honor, dignity and life. 

 

To learn English language 1) “superficially” or 2) “essentially,” everything regarding the 

two directions really hinges upon you. You have a privilege to decide your future English 

at your discretion. All of the students Toshiyuki Namai teaches are expected to reach 

the ultimate in this language as a common language of humankind. He is risking his 

honor, dignity and life for the sake of conducting his life-long mission for the students 

all the year round every year in his life limited. 


